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First motor car – demonstrated in London in 1711 
 
by Keith Sinfield  
 
The early history of the motor car is comprehensively documented (see Appendix I).  
The literature reveals man’s first attempts to replace the horse, as prime-mover, with 
the power of steam, electricity and the internal combustion engine to create 
‘horseless’ carriages or chariots.  The names that frequently appear in this context are: 
Nicholas-Joseph Cugnot, for his steam powered vehicle in 1769, William Murdoch’s 
steam carriage in 1784, a further steam vehicle by Richard Trevithick in 1801 and the 
man usually credited with introducing the first practical motor car, patented in 1886, 
Karl Benz.  Writers on the subject, however, have neglected the work of one man who 
performed demonstrations of a horseless chariot in London in 1711, almost 60 years 
before Cugnot’s steam vehicle and 175 years before Karl Benz’s car.  The man in 
question was Christopher Holtum, a clockmaker. 
 
Christopher Holtum’s name first appears in print in connection with his clock-making 
business.  In 1710 he placed advertisements in London newspapers for ‘A new 
invented Alarum to be discharged at any Hour, by any Watch, that may be affixed to 
it…’.  This, evidently, was an invention of his that would turn a pocket watch into an 
alarm watch, which was ‘…convenient for all Gentlemen’s Chambers, or Tradesmen, 
that have Occasion to rise at any Hour of the night…’.  A further advertisement later 
in 1710 gave ‘…Notice to all Gentlemen, That there is now a very great Improvement 
made of the new-invented Alarum…’.  But then the bombshell! in January 1711 he 
announced through an advertisement in ‘The Tatler’ that he was giving ‘…Notice, that 
at the Seven Stars, under the Piazza in Covent Garden, is to be seen from this Day till 
Thursday next, a Chariot, in which a Man may travel without Horses.  It will go at 5 
or 6 Miles an Hour and measure the Miles as it goes, and goes up Hill as easily as on 
level Ground, the like of which was never made nor seen in England before.  
Performed by Chris. Holtum, the first Author of Alarum for a Pocket Watch.’ 
 
From January to March 1711, he placed notices in London newspapers advertising the 
fact that he would be performing demonstrations: ‘By Christopher Holtum, a new 
invention of a wonderful Chariot in which Persons may travel without Horses several 
miles an Hour…It is much admir’d by the Quality and by the Ingenious.’  These 
demonstrations were performed first at Covent Garden, then The Strand, before his 
intention of ‘…being then to Travel into the Country’.  In one notice placed in ‘The 
British Mercury’ from 19th to 21st February 1711 he states that ‘The Invention is so 
highly approved, that there is already one bespoke by a Person of Quality…’.  thus 
suggesting that he had received an order for his horseless chariot. 
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In spite of these, apparently, groundbreaking demonstrations little or nothing is 
known of Christopher Holtum’s invention and how it was powered.  It is tempting to 
think that, because of the trade he was in, clockwork was in some way involved - or 
perhaps a flywheel.  Both of these means, however, we can rule out, because the 
duration of travel that either could have afforded would have been far too short for 
any practical purpose – a considerable expenditure of effort would have been required 
to store even a small amount of energy by manual labour.  The likelihood is that the 
vehicle was powered by steam since, in the 17th C, miniature steam engines were not 
unknown (Ferdinand Verbiest, a Flemish Jesuit, is said to have been responsible for 
the first steam powered vehicle, built in China around 1672, but being of such a small 
scale it was unable to carry a man). 
 
Tracking Christopher Holtum through the records we find that he married Ann 
Garfield (from Church Lawford, a village in Warwickshire), in London on 3rd March 
1710.  Next came the baptism of his children: the first, Elizabeth, on 1st January 1711 
and the second, Mary, on 17th February 1716, both in Church Lawford, Warwickshire.  
It is supposed that when in Warwickshire he and his family resided in rented property 
in Church Lawford village, a part of the estate of the Duke of Montagu, however, his 
name does not appear in the rental records until the death of his father-in-law, John 
Garfield, in 1723.  He and his wife lived in Church Lawford until their deaths, both in 
the same year of 1749: Ann on 2nd May and Christopher on 14th May.  Clocks have 
appeared in auction houses in recent years carrying the legend: ‘Chris Holtum, 
Church Lawford’, indicating that he continued with his clock-making business in 
Church Lawford, possibly from around 1711 till the 1740s. 
 
After his death estate records show that another clockmaker in Church Lawford, 
Daniel Dalton, took on the rental of his property and presumably carried on the 
business, in addition to his own.  It is apparent that someone was continuing to make 
clocks branded ‘Chris. Holtum, Church Lawford’, for at least one clock has recently 
come to light dated 1771 – i.e. manufactured 22 years after his death. 
 
Many questions remain concerning Christopher Holtum and his horseless chariot, not 
the least of which is the question: how was it powered?  Less important, but 
nonetheless intriguing, are the questions concerning how he came to be in the 
business of ‘chariot’ making? why was his chariot not successful and what became of 
it after the demonstrations in London? – did the reference to his intention of 
‘…being…to Travel into the Country’, mean that the family was then intending 
simply to travel to Warwickshire, to his wife’s birthplace, or did he intend to tour the 
country demonstrating the chariot? 
 
This is certainly a fascinating story and one worthy of more research. 
 
__________ 
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